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SUMMARY 
The Commission has produced this report in  accordance with  Article  17(3) of Council 
Regulation (EEC,  Euratom)  No  1552/89 which  requires  it  to  report  to  the  budgetary 
authority  on  all  the  Member States' _insr.cction  activities  and  ·findings  relating  to  the 
. collection of  traditional own resources. 
This  rep~rt shows that the Member States carry out~ considerable  vpl~me.of  activities. 
involving ·several million  ~ransactions but also  demonstrates that evaluation  sometimes 
faces  problems  of comparability  due  to  the  non-uniformity ·of data  and  different 
interpretations of the basic data.  However, the way the data are treated in this summary·.·· 
report reveals ~number  of  general trends which are becoming more detailed over time. 
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.. · 1.  I NTRODlJC1'10N 
1.  Under Regulation No 1552/891 the Member States arc. responsible for  collecting 
"traditional" own resources and are obliged to take all the necessary .steps to  ensure that 
debts  due  to  the  budget· of the  European  Communities.  (chiefly  import  duties)  arc 
established, entered  .. in the accounts, recovered and made available to the Commission. 
The Commission is kept informed ·ofcthese activities by various reports it receives from 
the Member States on the basis of  Regulation No 1552/89. As regards inspection work il} 
particular, Article 17(3) of the Regulation provided that Member States must keep the 
Commission informed oftheir activities by means of  half-yearly reports. 
With the adoption of Regulation (EC, Euratom) No  1355/96,2  the reports became annual 
and the Commission was required to produce a summary <?f the -reports for the budg_etary 
authority  . 
. 2.  These summary reports were intended to  take stock or inspection  activities  w1d 
findings· at national  level  and  provide  ari  overall  view  of the  volume  of fraud  and. 
irregularities involving the European Union's traditional own resources. They should also 
enable the Commission to cond4ct an  additional documentary check and  n1akc op-timum 
use of  risk analysis iri drawing up its own inspection-programme.  · 
3.  . These  objectives  are  a  long  way  from  being  achieved.  In  view  of  the 
disappointing  experience  w1th  the  previous  half-yearly  reports,  it  was 'agreed  when 
Regulation No 1552/89 was amended in  1996 that a  solution_ should. be found  for  the 
considerable  discrepancies  between  the  national  reports  and  differences  in  the.  -·. 
interpretation:·of various basic concepts. After extensive discussion within the Advisory  . 
Committee  on  Own .  Resources,_  a  harmonised · model  annual  report  was  sent  to  the· 
Member States in March 1997.3 This set out the overai! data to  be provided on cases of 
·fraud and irregularities and aimed aLgreater consi.stency in the accounting data supplied.  . 
As the Member States found  it difficult to  harmonise the data, there was a  ~onsiderablc 
delay before the Commission received the annual reports for  199(>.  When it examined the · 
infonnation it-had. received, the Commission found  that the Member States had  1~1ilcd to  , 
follow  the model and decided not to  publish its summary -report.  However, a summ<iry  . · 
document was drawn  up  in  May  19984  and  examined  hy the Advisory Committee on 
Own Resources on 8 July 1998. · 
Analysis of the reports for  1997 shows thaUhe results have largely failed  to  live tip  to 
expectations  :  the  Co'rumiss~on  feels  that  it  cannot  yet  reach  any  co~pletely valid 
conclusions in view of  the absence of comparable or, in some cases,  reliable data.  As 
. shown  further  down,  thi's  is  the  case  with  the  inspection  activity  indicators  and 
interpretation o_f the concept of "cases of fraud and irregularities". However, this finding 
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Council Regulation (EEC, Euratom} No 1552/89 .of 29 May 1989 implementing Decision 88/376/EEC on the system of the Communities own 
resources (new version • Decision 94/728/EC). 
Council Regulation (EC. Euratom) No 1355/96 of 8  July 1996 amending Council Regulation No 1552/89 ~~ 29 May 1989. 
Commission Decision 9?/245, 20.3.97 (C(97) BOO final). 
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._:_.  does not apply to the notification of cases written off under Article 17(2) nor to the cases 
of fraud, _where trends ~re more distinct.  ·  ·  .  · 
Some Member States, including Austria,  reported  they were unable to  incorporat~ the 
data from the standardised model of March 1997 into their reports for year 1997,  More 
favourable results should emerge next year.  .  . 
The Commission wondered whether there was ciny point in publishing this report, given 
the shortcomings it had  detected.  However,  it  considered  that  publication  of even  an 
incomplete  and ·non-standardised  report  could  throw  light  on  current  difficulties  in 
corine~tion with  tradit'io~al ow·n  resources and  encourage the Member States to  improve. 
the qu-ality ofthe inform~tion they supply. 
It was also planned that there should be an analysis of questions <?f principle relating to 
the problems encountered in applying Regulation No 1552/89, including those raised in 
l'natters-In  dispute.  However, from  past experience, the Commission. ha_s· cone] uded that 
there is·· little point in this approach, because the information scarcely lends itself to this 
type 6:fanalysis. Any·problems reported by the Memoer States will therefore be brought 
to  the_ attention of the· ACCOR. as  they  arise rather than  be analysed in  the  summary-
reports drawn up under Article 17(3) .. 
This analysis tabulates the key elements ofthe model report wJiich  the Conimission has 
sent to  the Membe.r States. Each ·table is  accompanied by appropriate explanations m1d 
gives the_ reasons for the production ofthe indicator  . 
. 2.  ANAL  Y.SIS OF NATIONA_L ~EPORTS 
The analysis of national_  reports  is_ meant to  reveal  two  main  types of informatioi1; ·a  ,. 
generaL picture  of the  Member  States'  inspection  operations  and  an  assessrf!t:mt  of . .  . 
measures to  ccimbat  fraud  a~d ·irregularities.- For this  p~rpose, data are  firstcompiled 
..  concerning inspection activities iFl' the form of the number of  ·entries. processed_ by each  ;  . _ . 
·national administration at the time of importation -and  at the time of inspection (ex post) . 
:and  the  number-of staff assigned  to  ins-pection  work.  This  pro; ides  an  indication of 
. insp·ection aptivity In relation to the volume ~ftraffic in each Member State..  . 
The national reports then provide the information needed· to .q1:1antify. and categorise. the  _· 
results· of activities  to  combat  fraud· and  fraudulent .practices  .. Given . .the·  cross~border . · 
nature of fraud, and with a view to- illustrating: the p·attems of fraud  m1  the Community's  ·  ···. 
··  ~ustoms territory, the national figures (number of  cases, ainounts}·aie expressed in 'term·s  · 
of the totals for alLthe Member. St~tes. In .this analysis a distinction';-is.made in.the data-.· 
· between the different- stages, of fraud  prevention :-:investigation  and detection of  cas·es,, :  . . 
determination.and entry of  amounts, recovery of  duties  .. 
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·These data are also compared with other information supplied by the Member States on 
the  entry  in  the accounts of uncollected  own· resources  and  on .the  fraud  forms:  This 
comparison is. intended to thrO\v light on disputes involving own  r~sourccs and reveal any. 
discrepancies in  the establishment and making available or Hicsc  rc~ourccs. Finally, thc 
analysis categorises cases of fraud and irregularities by customs arrangement and by type 
of  fraud-. 
To produce. this· analysis of national  reports,  the Commission used  some of the  data 
supplied in the national half-yearly reports. for  1995  and~ for  1996, in the first annual 
report submitted by the Member States, with due allowance for the fact that some of  them 
were incomplete andthfit the information supplied by the Men1ber States was not readily 
comparable.  · 
Although of limited value,  this comparison  between  the· years concemed  ne.verthelcss 
allows  certain  conclusions  to  be  drawn  on  the  development  of the  Member  States' 
inspection activities and ·findings  and the  main trends. affecting  the  collection or own 
resources. 
2.1.  Inspections by Member States 
I  ••  '  •  • 
A  general  picture of inspection ·operations can  be provided  by  comparing  the  entries 
. accepted, the entries checked after customs clearance and staff specialising in  inspections 
of  this kind in each Member State. 
This  comparison  is  set  out  in  Annex  1,  which  also  shows  the  percentage  of entries 
inspected andthe ratio of  entries inspected per person. At the same time this gives an idea 
. of  the volume oftransactiqns on the Community's customs territory.  · ·  · 
T_o  plact~ these indicators of-inspection activity in perspective, Annex 2 compares overall 
inspe~tion activity in the Member States in 1996 and 1997. 
The following comments can be made: on the two tables  in Annexes I and 2:  · 
(a) Number of  entries accepted 
The number of entries accepted has increased in most Member States. In cases where the 
. number has fallen, the reduction cannot be consi<;lered significant. ·  · 
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Comparison of 1996 and 1997 figures reveals it wide discrepancy between the number of 
entries  accepted  hy  the  Nethcdands  and' Germany  and  those. accepted_ by  the  l Jnitcd 
Kingdom,- especially  y.rhen  compared  with  each  Member  State's  share  of 'established 
traditional  o_wn  resources  (amounts  en!ered  in  the  "A"  and  "B" accounts).  Tli.c  ratio 
between this figure and the number of entries is relatively stable, as the following ch::.irt 
shows:· 
Number of entries/Amounts established in A and l;i accounts 
1997 
35,00% 
30,00%. 
25,00% 
20,00% 
15,00% 
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8  OK  . D  EL .. E  F  IRL  IT  l  NL  A  P  ·  FIN  S  UK 
·  llJl Number of entries 
•  Amounts established 
(h)  Post-clearance checks 
· The data on  the number ~f  entries checked cannot he  used to  .. ma.kc  a  real  comp~trison 
between the Member States (proportion of entries .checked after customs clearance) since 
only six Member States (8, EL, I, NL FIN and S) submitted the actual number ol" cttlril.:s 
checked after customs clearance (see also  the  cxpl~mations- 111  the  notes  to  ·~able •  I ·  itJ · 
Annex 1). 
Given these limits, it should, however, be p~inted out that, apart from  in Germany; Spain, . 
Luxembourg and the Netherlands, the number of entries checked after customs clearance . 
did  not move in  line. with the entries accepted in many Member States'.  In France and,.· 
·.  Italy in:  particula~, the number of  entries·checked after customs clearance dropped. by 76% .  ·_.· ·  .. 
and 93% respectively in relation to 1996 without being justified by any .change in  the 
· · number of entri'es accepted. The same finding, albeit less :pronounced, applies to· Austria 
and Finland.' 
The Commission is now  investigati~g this ·phenomenon which could.reflect_a decline in  · 
inspection activity. 
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Similarly, there are,  at times, 'considerable differences  in  inspection rates  between the 
Membc::r States; this is the case,  for example, between Luxembourg (7%) or Denmark 
(12%) and Sweden (0,1%). 
(c)  Staff  assigned to post-clear~nce checks 
As  for  the relationship  between staff specialising  in  post-clearance  checks  and  the 
number of  entries inspected, it is difficult to make comparisons because of  differences in 
the internal organisation of  national government departments.  .. 
The changes in the figures contain~d in Annex 2 show that in six Member States the total 
staff assigned to the customs services was lower than in 1996. However, in  most Member 
States, the number of inspectors has increased. 
2.2.  Fraud and irregularities 
'. 
2.2.l.  Amounts established and already recovered in 1997 
The annual reports containtwo types ofstatistics-on cases of fraud and irregularities, the 
volume ofcases detected and accounting data.  The table in Annex 3 therefore sets out 
three series of figures;  the number of cases detected,  the  amounts  established and  the 
amounts recovered.  This' gives a  picture of the patterns of fraud  on the Community's 
customs territory and the efforts deployed in  ·combating fraud. 
A "rate of recovery" is then calculated to  give an initial indication, at the end of the  lirst 
yea(, of  the result of  the efforts of  each. Member State to recover the amounts involved in . 
t]Jese cases. The table also shows the amounts established and recovered. in each Member 
State in relation to.the totals for the Community. 
It should first be pointed out that the number of  cases of fraud and irregularities reported· 
in co"lumn 2 are far  fro~ uniform. Numbers in the thousands may mean that the Member · . 
State has reported all. infringements handled in  the course of the year by its govcrrnnent · 
departments.  By  contrast,  some  countries  have  supplied  figures  .with. an  orde1~  of.· 
magnitude oftens·or hundreds, which would seem to be at odds.with their intensivc=tradc 
in  third-country  goods,  indicating  that  only .  some  of .the. infringements  have ·been · 
reported. 
.  .  .  '  .  . 
Comparison of the data between Member States reveals major discrepancies which are 
difficult to interpret.  It is striking,for example, that the amounts established in Belgium 
come to half the figure for the United Kingdom, double that for the Netherlands and the 
same as for Germany, Spain and Greece combined (column 3)  .. The only explanation for 
·these discrepancies would be that the concept of fraud  and  irregularities has  not been 
interpreted uniformly or that only the fraud forms have been reported. 
It is worth noting that the recovery rate indicated in  column 7 is a "crude" rate  (i.~.:.  the 
amounts. established  still  have  to  be  adjusted,  where  app~opriatc, to  take  account  of 
corrections. and  cancellations).  The  reco:very  figure  for  the  year  also  covers  amounts 
which have, in many cases, been established several years earlier. This rate can therefore 
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serve only as a statistical indicator, giving a  l~tirly broad picture of the recovery situation 
before any corrections that have to be made.  · 
· Given this  situation, ·it ·can  be  said  that the. average  recovery  rate  for  all- the  Member 
States combined is  low (43.26%). It has been dragged down by the figures for a number 
of Member- States (Germany, Greece,  Italy,  Austria and  Portugal) which  account Jor  a 
·large prop·ortion of an'lounts .established (ECU  164.8. million,  almost 40%,  of the total): 
. the .average rate of  recovery corresponding to these amoun~s s;omes to only 6.19'%. 
On the other hand, six Member States (DK, E, IRL, L, NL, FIN) r~cover 50% otfar more 
of the amqunts they establish while the others recover only around  20%;  (B.  F,  UK) or 
fluctuate around 10%, (0, A) or less (EL,  I,  P).  At first  sight, this phenomenon ·raises  a 
problem in assessing the efforts made  .. The shortcomings may be in  cst;iblishment 6r in 
the recovery of. entitlements  .. 
Finally,  if the amounts established· and recovered  in  each  Me1'nber  State in  1997  are 
compared .wi~h the total  amounts  for  all  the Member States (columns 4  and 6 .cofthe 
table), a  strange discrepancy will be found between the relative share of some national. 
admin.istrations in Hie  total amount established and  in  the overall  recovery figures.  The 
L]nited Kingdom and, to a lesser extent, France are the only Member States whose share 
of amounts recovered and amounts established is comparable. The percentages recorded · 
for  three  othet:- Member States,  how.ever,- require  some  explanation  if they  are  to  be 
interpreted· correCtly (although. for  G.ermany  and  Austria  amounts  established  concern 
only cases involving mcire than ECU I 0 O(>O). 
2.2.2. .  Changes in amounts established and the rate of recovery 
As  treatment of cases of fraud  and ·irregularities  is  necessarily·-cyclical,  the. table  in 
Annex 4 trie,s to identify significant trends by examining changes iri  the volume of fraud 
over a number of  years. However, to a certain extent, this comparison of data on cases of 
fraud and irregularities reported for 1995-, J 996 arid  1997 may reveal changes caused by . 
differentfactors such as an improvement in inspection activity, a temporary increase in 
.fraudulent  or  irregular  operations  -or  the  isolated  discovery  of cases  of  fraud  or 
irregularities involving a· particularly high amount. 
·a.  Cases of  fraud and irregularities 
·  .. T-he  ·number ·of fraud  cases :increased  in. the· majority of Member  States. (ten-) ..  Cases  :.  · 
almost  doubled  in'  Belgium  and  lrelan,d,  almost  tripled  in  Portugal  and·  incre~1sed  ,. 
sevenfold in Sweden. · 
<' 
The analysis comes upagainst the problem of the comparability of data,  which  relate.· 
either exclusively to  infringements  reported  in  the  fraud  forms  and- thl.ts  to  a·mou;1ts  ·. 
_exceeding ECU 10 000 (Germany and Austria) or to·all infringements (the other Member . 
States). 
. ·, 
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However; the following anomalies should be noted: 
In Denmark the number of  cases is ten times lower than last year. 
- In Germany the number of  cases is constantly falling with the result that the figure 
for  1997 is only half the figure for 1995. Moreover, this figure (384) relates only 
to cases involving more than ECU 10 000. 
- In Austria the number Of cases is very low (64 in  1997 and 28 in  1996) C<?mpared 
with  1995  (47 783).  This.surprising reduction may be  due  to  a  change  in  the. 
·.interpretation ofthe concept of"fraud and irregularity", with only cases involving 
·more than ECU 10 000 being reported: 
However,  some discrepancies  are  not  merely  cyclical  and  n.:quirc  further  explanation 
·from the Member States (decline in Gem1any, Denmark and the Netherlands) 
b. Amounts established 
In  absolute terms, the amounts established in  the Community as  a whole increased by 
35.5% between 1995 and  f997.  The increases were substantial  in  the United  Kingdom 
and Austria (fourfold) and, to a lesser extent, in Greece and Ireland (where the amounts 
established doubled).  · 
I  • 
However, some changes are difficult to explain: in the Netherlands, for example, the 65'% 
fall  in the amount established corresponds to a fall  of only 22'%  in  the number of cases. 
Italy should also be mentioned: not only does the amount established each year more th~m 
double, but this amount is  as much as Germany,  Greece,  Spain and. France· combined, 
which is an anomaly in itself.  ·  . 
The Commission does not have any data to· explain these phenomena. The Member States 
will be asked to provide any further info.rmation required. 
c. Rate of  recovery  .  ;  ..... 
Between 1995 and 199_7 the amounts recovered increased substantially in all  the Member 
States bar Denmark, the Netherlands· and Finland and the national recovery rate increased 
in ·four Member States (D,  E,  I  and .  FIN),  disregarding  the  unchanged .1 00% Tate .in 
Luxembourg. The,fall in this rate in .the other Member States may be due to a number of 
reasons such as cyClical  factors .(types of fraud  leading to  establishment),  cha~ges Ill. 
establishment  procedure ·and  the·  correctio~ of establishments  or,  finally,  a  drop. Ill 
.  recovery itself. 
In·  most cases,  particularly  in  the  United  Kingdom  and  Portugal,  the  fall  in  this  rate 
appears to be due to the change in:the level of amounts established, as  recovery of the 
more uncertain entitlements itselfbecomes more difficult. 
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2.2.3:  Amounts established and amounts entered in  the ·accounts 
All  traditiona.l  own  resources  established  must  be  entered  in  the  a~counts.  An1ounts · 
recovered or guaranteed and not contested are entered in-the "A" accoutit(Articlc (J(2)(a) 
_  of-Regulation  No  1552/89)  and  amounts  which  have  not  been  ·recovered  and  arc 
·contested,  even  thotJgh  a  security  has  been  provided,  arc  entered  in  the  "B'1 ;tcco·unt 
(Article 6(2)(b) ·of the Regulation). Many of the cases of fraud-and  irregularities detected 
are  contested or are  not covered by  a  security ami' are  therefor~ entered  in  the  "B'; 
account. 
It is  therefore  worthwhile  comparing  the ·amounts established  and  mentioned  by  the · 
Member States in t,hei~·annual reports for 1997 with the totals entered' in the B  account 
(table in Annex 5). _  ·  ·  · 
In 1997 the total established as a result of fraud and irregularities differed from the total 
entered in the B  account (containing amounts established but not yet recovered) in  fiye 
;  .  '  .  .  \  .  . 
Member States.  ·  ·  .  .  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  . 
~  :  . 
In  Germany and  Austria these differences  may he ·due to  the. fact  th~1t  these  countdcs-
·reported only cases of fraud and irregularities involving niore than ECI)  I  0 000, cotitrary 
to the instr~ctions.  in thl;'! model annual report.5•  ·  ·  · 
1 
.. 
· The following:tablegives more precise details of the di ffc.rcnccs  noted when comparing 
the amounts established and mentioned by certain Member States in their annual reports 
with the totals entered in the-B account for 1995, 1996 and 1997.  .  .  . 
Amounts established<Amounts in B account - -recu)  .  ~ .  ·. 
Member State  Differences 
.. 1995  1996  1997  . 
. 
D  -93.984.391  -67.692.435  -75.721.840 .. 
EL  ...  -17.520  -353.094 
F  -10.711.597  ,_  -15.931.675 
.  ·~ .. 
IRL  '  - -393.152 
I  -37.253.440  . '-13.320.715 
NL  -27.985.598-
·- A  -1.760.482  :.8:121.325 
p  -5.022.805  -7.307.827  -5.226.456  . 
s  . -328.095  / 
-
-57.866.009  UK ..  -9.395.515  -27.591.278 
. TOTAL  ·157.106.515  - -133.957 ;506 .  -202.044.339 
5  An~ex  6,· endnote ·2.  ~f the Commission Decision of 20 March 1997 laying down the arrangements for the transmission of iniormation by the 
- Member  States  under  the  Communities'  own  resources  system  (C(97)800  final)  states  that  all  cases  are  to  be  reported,  regardless  of 
threshold value.  ·  ·  · 
-..  ·  . 
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In the case of Germany, Austria, Portugal and the United Kingdom, this difference has 
always  been  negative;  in  1997  it  became positive  in  Greece,  France  and  Italy  and 
negative in the Netherlands. 
This  situation is  obviously abnormal  since the total  amount  established  in  connection 
with  cases of fraud  an~ irregularities  cannot be lower than  the  amour\t  entered  in  the 
separate acc~unt as not all the amounts involved in these cases are  cont~sted or without a 
security. 
The Commission considers that  this  anomaly  is  due  to  the  incorrect  interpretation  by 
some administrations· of  the concept of "fraud and irregularities". In this connection it lu~s · 
repeatedly asked the Member States to apply the definitions of  these two concepts set out 
in  Council  Regulation  (EC,  Euratom)  .No 2988/95  of  18  December  I  <J'JSC•  on  the 
protection of the Community's financial  interests or in  the Convention ori  protection of' 
financial interests of 27 November 1995.7 
2.2.4~  Annual reports/Fraud forms 
Article 17(3) of Regulation No  1552/89 provides for a comparison between the number. 
of cases of fraud and irregularities contained in the report on  inspection activity and the 
fraud  forms  submitteq  under  Article~ 6(4)  of the  Regulation  (amounts  exceeding 
ECU 10 000 contained in the IRENE base for the year). This comparison is set out in the  -·  · 
'table in Annex 6.  · 
The table shows that in three cases (DK, D, NL) the amount to be rec;overed accordingto 
the fraud forms received by the Commission (cases involving over ECU  10 000) is higher 
than the total amount ~stablished as a result of fraud and  i~egularities (irrespective· of  the . 
amounts involved). The Commission believes that this discrepancy can be attrlhuted to 
one ofthe following reasons: 
(a) -either the amount shown in  column 3 docs not relate to  all  f'raud ·and  irrcgtllaritics, 
because of the way the two concepts arc defined at national  level (sec comment and 
footnote in previous section)~  · 
(b)  or the amounts indicated in one or more fraud forms were subsequently changed  . 
. This should· be examined by,the Member States concerned. 
6 
7 
OJ l312, 23.12.1995, p. 1. 
/rreglllarity: "Any infringl!mcnl of  a pmvi.<ion of  Community /trw  rl!.m/tin.~ from mr trcl or omi.uion  l~l' mr ecmromit· o{icmtor  · 
whi  ..  lr  lws. or woultl lrnve.  tlw ej)i.•cl oftJrl!irulicing tire  gr•m•mllmrf.~c·l of'tlw ( 'ommunitic.1· ... ".  . 
OJ C316, 27.11.95, p. 49  .. 
/•'raud:  ";!ny intc•ntimwl rwt or omission rdtrting to: 
- tire  usc or f'l't'.~elllillirm  of'/trl.«·.  im·mn·cl or .innmrpftolt'  .1'/trlc·mc•nt.<.tw  rlrwrmwn/.1'  w/rid1  lms "·' ils  cfli·t'l  tlw  ill•·.~nl 
diminution of  tire re.1·mwccs of  tire getJ£'1'111  budget of  tlw r;w·otJ<'ttJJ  ( .'tJmmllnitir·.< or lmrlgt'l.<  mm11rgr•d hy m· oi1  lwl11rl( oJ:  tlw  ..  ·· 
Europetrn Communities,  ·  · 
nml-tlisdosurl! of  information in  violtrlion of  11 .wecific obliglllion, witlr  tlrc• .wrrrw t1fi•t'l, 
- mistrppliclltion of  trlega/ly obtained bencjit. will! tire strmc effect". 
.· ..  :-.. 
. ' 
/ 
·• • 
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23.  Breakdown of fraud .and irregularities  hy  customs  procedure and  ty.pc ,of 
tbud 
Not  all  customs  procedures  ure  equally  susceptible  to  fraud  and  irregularities;  their 
vulnerability may change in  the course of time as ce1iain  economic sectors are  briefly 
targeted. 
.  . 
Transit operations have thus been·a  f~ivourite target of fraud  in  recent years, particularly 
as rcgards._certain sensitive agricultur.ill products."  / 
. The  table  in  Annex  7  presents  -a  quantitative  picture  or how  cases  of  fraud  ·and . 
irrcgulariti'es  break  down  by  Member  State  and  by  customs  proccdun.:  111  order  to 
dcki"lninc how vulneri1ble each  proc~..:durc was in -I 1)97. 
r 
.It  shows. that external transit (14%, ofcascs and  14%, or the total amount at stake) and  .  .  .  \  .  . 
n~le:tse for. free circulation (81.3
1!/,,  of cases of fraud/infringements accounting. for 80% 
)  .  .  . 
orthc·total an)ouht) are partic_ularly affected. By comp·arison, the fol_lowing chart'shows 
that'_nthcr ·customs:procedurcs and end-uses arc only marginally affected. 
,  As regards the-breakdown of  transit infringements by Member State, two findings require 
furtlicr cxplm1ation.  Belgium alone accounts for almost half the own resources involved 
(ECU 29.9 million out ofECU 65.7 million)with 4 413 cases noted. With the number of 
cases  approaching  4.180,  the  Netherlands, - by  compe:lrison, '  finds  that  only 
.  ' 
EC'l J 4.8 mi II ion in own rcsourc.cs has been evaded under this procedure  . 
. Ftaud/frregularities by c~~toms  .procedure 
100,0 
%  50,0 
0,0 
.Procedures 
/.q;c/111: 
/-'('  Fi·ee cirndatio11 
/~T  l;'xlenwl/ransil 
IFA N  N  Warclumsing -
11'  Inward {Jron•.,·sing 
OJ'.  Outward fN'occssing 
Til  Temporary ad111ission  . 
Dtln·r_  Other CI!Sio/fl.\' procedures aiul end-uses 
T 
H 
E 
R 
:lililcases 
-·;a Value 
\. 1-1 
Ira comparison is  i10w  mad~ in-this respect  hdw~~n  ·I !J'JCJ  and  I  'J<>7,  as  is  done in  th~ 
table in Annex 8, it  will be found that the amounts established have increased in the case 
or free  circulation;  warehousing  and  temporary  admission,  but  have  fallen  for  other 
procedures. 
Till' lllllllher or cases of fi·aud  and  irregularities in  connection with the transit  procedure 
increased by <>2'X,,  while the amoun-ts established fell  by 29%. 
Unf()rtunately, these figures merely confirm an already known trend. 
The breakdown by Member State of cases of fraud  and  irregularity and of the amounts 
involved hy type or infi·ingement shown in  the t<;ble  in  Annex  <)  reveals  that  the  most 
coJ1mlon causes of fraud and in-egularity are irregular entry into the custori1s territory of 
the Community (14.8% of cases) and,  in  the case of release  for  free  circulation,  false 
descripti01is  of the  goods  declared  (23.6%  of cases) and  false  declarations  of value 
( 17.7% of  cases). 
llowever,. in  terms of amounts established,  it  is  the  incorrect_ declaration of weight or 
quantity which is most frequent (24.56%). It should be added that, given the negligible 
number of such infringements· ( 1.6%), the amounts involved are very high. This type of 
infi·ingcment occurs almost exclusively in  the United Kingdom and the Netherlands. 
Italy seems to experience a  large number or problems with the declaration of customs 
value: 
lnfi·ingemcnts against other procedures are divided fairly uqiformly between the Member 
States. 
llowcver,  attention  should  be drawi1  to  the  fact  that._Germany  and,  in  part,  Denmark 
. record  particularly  low  amounts  or  no  amounts·  at  all  for  certain  categories  of 
in fi·i ngcmcnt. 
A comparison bet  ween  I<)<)(,  and  I 997 in  the table in Annex I 0  reveals a ·sharp drop in 
cmlti·ahand  in  1997, both in  absolute terms and as. a  proportion of  amounts established, 
while cases or incorrect declaration ofweight or quantity have increased considerably in 
lci·ms of amounts established  from  ECU  1 :6  milli011  in  I 996 to  ECU  89.5  1:nillion· in 
.1997. 
3.  APPLICATION OFARTICLE 17(2) OF REGULATION (EEC, EURATOM) No 1552/89· 
·Article 17( I) states that the Member States must make available to the Commission all 
the entitlements they establish and recover. When this is not possible for reasons afforce 
111ajeure or in  speci fie  cases whet?  recovery  is  impossible  for  reasons which cannot be 
<~ttrihutcd to  the  Member Stale,  the  entitleinent  is  written  off.  If the  amount of dt!tY 
exceeds  the  threshold  of ECU  I 0 000,  the  case  is  referred  to  the  Commission  for 
examination in accordance with Article 17(2): 
In  I 997 four Member States notified the Commission of  six cases in  which amounts were 
written ofT.  However, the Commission dealt with  17 cases in all that year since 11  were 
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12 
still  pending  from  previous  years.  Similarly,  in  1998  two  Member States  notified  the 
Commission of  five cases relating to  1997. The features of  all  these cases are recorded in. 
the two tables in Annex 11. 
The  17- requests to  write off own resources .shown  in  the  first  table  in  Annex  I I  were 
examined in detail to check all the relevant data which the Member States have to  report.· 
under Article  17(2) of Regulation  (EEC,  Euratom)  No  1552/89:  An  interdepartmental. 
working· party set  up  for  this  purpose  in  1997  meets  regularly  to  assess  each  case  as 
effectively and  as  quickly  as  possible.  The  appro.Rriate  Commission departmet1ts  tlrus 
reach a-commoh.position. 
Of the  17.  requests  mentioned  above,  6  (including orie  in  part)  were accepted  by  the 
Commission which, after a detailed analysis ofall the information supplied, considered 
tl~at the own resourcoo could not be recovered for reasons which could not be attributed 
to  the  Me~ber State  concerned.  However,  9  requests . (including  one  in  part)  were· 
rejected  as  the  Commission  considered  that  the  Member  State  concerned  has  not. 
displayed  due  diligence  and  had  not  availed  itself of all  the  powers· offered ,by 
Community and national law to protect the Community's financial interests .. 
In  two. other  cases  the  Commission  considered  that  the  failure  to· recover  the  own-
.  r~sources could ~ot be regarded as final  and: therefore asked the Member State con'cerned 
. to  re-enter  the  amount  in  the  separate  accou.nt  and  continue ·the  recovery  procedure. 
·Finally,  one case· was  considered. inadmissible since  the  Community  entitlements  !oi· 
which  the:. write-off· was  requested  _had  not :..been  established  even  though  the . · 
. establishment of  entitlements  is  a ·pre~condition for· application  of Article·l7(2): ·The 
Member State has been held financially liable. 
The Commission has not yet expressed its final  position on the five cases shown in the 
second table in Annex  11  as. the information supplied by the Member States concerned 
does not enable it to do ~o because itis not in possession of  the full  facts .. It  will complete.·. · 
its  examination  on  receipt  of· the  information  requested  from  the· Member · States 
concerned. 
Despite· the ·commission's inspection's  and  ·the  continuous  dialogue  with  the  Member 
States,  there  has  been  no  notable  chang·e  in  the .number of cases  writtci1  off by  the 
Mc1~1ber States.  However, two new countries  ~  Belgium and  Denmark - have-joined the 
. Me1i1ber  States whlcli make regular usc or this procedure (Spait1,  l'\ancc,  Netherlands, 
U1~ited Kingdom).  .  . 
'rhis is  the course advocated  by  the Commission  which: considers  that this.  p·rocc~urc · 
allows a fair  and open examination of the collection<of·own  resources  by_  the  Mci11ber  . · 
States and benefits the efficient management of8ominunity entitlert1ents. 
4.  CONCLUSIONS  . 
..  .  .. 
The Commission concludes from the information supplied that  ~orne progress has been 
made in the way in wb.ich  the Member States report on their inspection  actjvities  and 
findings;  However,  despite  the  efforts  _which  have  obviously  been·  made,  not :all  the 
Member Statesh~ve  mad~  the same progress.·  ,  . 
. " 
., 
<.1 13 
II~ particular, the Commission notes a clear improvement in producing and reporting data 
compared  with  the  previous  two  years.  However,  the  continuing  differences  in  the 
information reported  reflect the difficulties  in  h~rmonising the basic-concepts between 
the  Member  States  and,  for ·the  Member  States  themselves,' in  ensuring  the  internal-
consistency of the  information supplied:  The only  conclu~ion is  that  the  "runn-ing-in" 
period has_still not been completed. 
The comparability of  data thus suffers from considerable differences in the  interpretat~on 
of concepts of  "fraud and irregularities" which is often incorrect. This gives a sometimes 
improbable picture of the volume-of fraud  detected and  makes it difficult to judge the 
record of  the national authorities. 
Moreover, the information supplied by some Member States in  tbcir annual report  ca1111<.~ 
be reconciled  with_ figures  from  other sources  such  as  the  separate  accounts  tor  own 
resources and the fraud_ forms. 
As  regards· inspections,  the  inf~rmation supplied  shows  an  overall  increase  in  starr -
assigned to  this  activity together with  an  increase  in  the  number of entries  accepted. 
However,_ these data do not allow precise assessment of the  efforts_ actually  made by 
administrations. 
The  qu~lity of the  information  supplied  by  the  Member  States  on  their  inspection 
findings is better than for the previous year. However, progress varies and some Member 
States  have  seen  their resuits  plummet  in  terms  of both  establishment  and  recovery, 
further information is  required to  explain where there is  considerable discrepancy with 
the volume oftraffic.  -
Although Member States' inspection activities and findings cannot easily be compared as  ., 
the data are_ still  far  from- uniform, analysis of  the  national  reports since  1995  gives  a  _ 
j(tir/y clear picture of trends  in  c;onnection  ":Vith  fraud._  This  confirms  the  infortilation 
already obtained from the Irene base on the most vulnerable procedures : release for free, 
i.e.  circulation, including preferentiai  schemes, and transit.  The Member States shotild 
concentrate their inspection activities on these two sectors. 
As  for  the procedure for  writing off amounts  which  cannot  be  recovere~l,  progress  __ 
_·remains limited but seven Member States now use  this proced-ure.  At  least part of this. 
result can be attributed to inspections by the Commission and the O;mrt of Au&tors in 
·connection with the separate account and clearance procedures, but it is also the outcome-
of the continuous dialogue--between-the Commission and the national  adrriinistr~tions-on-
these matters. 
Finally, the Cqmmission would point out that the only real point of this report is to give_ 
an  idea  of th-e  _efforts  which  the  Member  States  are  making  to  comply  with  their 
obligations  under  Article  17(3)  of Regulation  No  1552/89.  The  document  will  be 
mentioned  at  the  Advisory  Committee on  Own  Resources.  The  Commission  will  do 
everything in Its' power to ensure that any difficulties arising in  the Member States are 
resofved quickly. 
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~- ·. ANNEXl 
Inspections by Member States 
Entries  Entries checked 
% of entries. 
Total number of  Total number of staff  Average number  checked after 
accepted  after customs  customs  staff in customs  assigned to post·  of entries 
clearance  clearance  · departments at  clearance checks at  checked per 
national level  national level  person  .. 
(/)  (Z)  (3)  (4)=(3)1(1)  (5)  (6)  (7)-(3)1(6) 
·s  3.465.188  211.641  6%  3.552  915  231 
DK11l  1.186.024  143.858  12%  816  65  ... 
D  20.600.000  32.430121  0,15%  26.700  5.400.  6 
EL  572.600  7.833  1,36%  3.962  36  218 
E  3.800.064  12.636131  ...  . 4.056  240  53 
F  9.800.000  738.830141  7,54%  . 19.679151  643  1149 
IRL  740.501  ....  ....  - 1.347  31  .  ... 
-,  5.940.066  85.096  1,43%  6.491  852  100 
Li6)  1  43.629  3.180  7%  129  15  '•  212 
. 
NL  .  25.657.280  1.538.103  6%  5.373  4.27017)  360 
A18l.  4.536.545  27.988  0,62%  4.584  177  158 
p  419.542  (9)  ....  891  -172  .  ... 
FIN  1.736.762  106.727  6%  2.282  148  721 
s  1.287.000  1.360  0,1%  2.400  90  15 
UK  4.633.921  ...  ...  429,331101  106,87 
Notes: 
(I)  f.ntries accepted anfi entries checked and tlw %: thefigure giv(,,, n:fers lo the trumhc'r,r~(tariff  fleatliiiK.\'. 
(2)  Number of  checks 011 firms' premises ("Betriebspriifung"). each  involt~ing a large mtmher of' entries.  . 
-
(3)  This figure· is the number of  irregularities established.  This  means tlwt_tlte number of  entries checked is .muclr 
· higher but Spain is not yet in a position to give the number.  . ·  ·  ·  ... 
. ·  -.  (4)  .  Number ·of entries subject to deferred  inspections  (post-clearance  documentary  check.\·  by speciali;;ed. regional 
services /CERDOX))  (not  including 6770 comprehensive .inspections,  each  involving an  rmdefinahle· lllt;·,he/· 'l!{ 
entries).  .  ' 
(5)  Total staff  numbers, including senior ma11ageir_rent ami laboratory stajf.'-
{6)  Entries selected by·tlte SADBEL computedsed .\ystem, mamwl entries and entries dtc·l'li.eti ''.1' tlw l11.~pcctimid'.1udit: .-
(7)  ·Excluding FIOD (Special anJi-fratul service).  .  ·  . ·  ·  ·.  .  .  ·  · 
. (tl)  · · The' jiglire .for pr;.\·t-clearauce  chech does not include  I  302 (.·rimprclwusive  inspec:tions,  c.·iwlt  inm/T"in.~ st'l't·i'iri 
(9) 
(10) 
entries.  -·  ·  ·  · . · ·  ·.  ·.  ·  · · ·  ·  ·.  ·  ·  ... 
· 71wre ·are still no acntral<' statistics f'ur  this  lypL~- of' chL'c:(  which may  take pfcu:c•  in  various sit11;11im;:-_-_ i~~t:f,;clin~. 
inspections of  firms by the anti-fraud  ~ervice. .  .  ·  · ·  - ·  ·  ·  .  ··  . 
Person/years.  · 
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ANNEX2 
.Inspections by Member States 
Entries accepted 
1996  1997  Change 
'  {  + 
I  B  3.465.188 
DK  1.137._522  1.186.024  X 
D  21.200.000 .  20.600.000  -X 
EL  5n6oo 
E  3:189.410  3.800.064  X 
F  8.423.471  9.800.000  X 
' 
IRL  617.485  740.501  X 
4.852.713  5.940~066  X 
L  . 27.041  43.629  X 
·  NL  21.272.970  !5.657.280  X 
A  4.845.731  4.536.545 
p  420.775  419.542  X 
FIN  1.762.404  1:736.762  X 
s  1.194.659  i  1.287.000  X. 
UK  3.933.688  ·  (633.921  X 
-' 
.  :-.·  .  \' 
I· 
Entries checked after customs 
ciearance 
1996  1997  Change 
.;., ·-·  . :•';.::·  + 
211.641 
838  143.858  X 
32.537  32.430 
7.833 
10.759  12.636  X 
774.384  180.330. 
1.262.397  85.096 
2.976  3.180  -X 
1.032.399  1.538.103  . X 
45.091  27.988 
(B) 
144.309  106.727 
'1.360' 
Totai number of staff in customs 
departments at national level 
.. 
Total number of staff 
assigned to post-clearance 
checks at natio nallevel 
1996  1997  Change  1996  1997  Change 
+ 
3.552  915 
815  816  X  66  .  65  X 
X  27.500  26.700  X  5.180  .  5.400  X . 
3.962  36 
4.073  4.056  X  240  240  = 
X  18.259  19.679  X  441  64~  X 
1.240  1.347.  X  31  ' 
X  6.135  • 6.491  X  754  852  -X 
129  129  15  15  =  = 
5.387  5.373  X  4.202  4.270  X 
X  4.769  4.584  X 
. 
175  .  177  X 
. 915  891  X  132- 172  ·X 
X  2.223  2.282  X  157  .148  X 
2.285  2.400  X  91  90  =  = 
462  429  X  11 ~  1  06  X 
.,.·· 
. t; 
..  ;  . 
·.· .. 
·  .. :· 
. ··." 
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ANNEX3 
Fraud and irregularities: amounts e-stablished and already recovered 
(AIIIOIIIltS ill ECU) 
Number of  Amounts  Establishments  Amounts already  Recoveries as %  "Crude" 
cases  established  as% of EU 15  recovered  of EU 15 total  recovery rate 
~ 
total 
\ 
(/)  (2)  (3)  (4)  . (.'i)  (6)  (7)=(5)1(3) 
I 
B  11.258  65.7-10.653  13,37%  12.014.933  10,51%  18,28% 
-
OK  657  7.309.440  1,49%  4.536.714  3,97%  62,10%. 
' 
0(1}  384  28.473.160  5,79%  2.899.006  2,54%  10,18% 
EL  1.792  15.733.057  .  3,20%  579.697  '  0,51%  3,68% 
E  12.636  24.354.357  4,96%  12.740.216'  11,15%  52,31% 
.. 
F  12.752  40.961.412  8,34%  8.180.810  7,16%  19,97% 
IRL  1.104  5.887.044  .1,20"/;  4.298.916  3,76%  . 73% 
- I (2l  4.264  106.587.889  21,69%  4.146.139.  3,63%  .-3,89% 
.. 
L  21  37.853  0,007%  37.853  0,03%  100% 
NL  14.002  36.014.402  7,33%  30.596.931  26,77%  84,96% 
A  (1l  64  6.036.675  1,23%  642.005  0;56%  10,64%. 
p  1.002  8.261,544  1,68%  194.354  0,19%  2,59%. 
.. 
,·. 
FIN(3l  3.835  3.712.886  0,76%  3.437.437  . 3,01%  92,58% 
' 
s  23.394  -389.758(5] .  ··- 289.479  0,25%  •.•• 
.. 
UK ( 4l  13.093  "131.425.991  26,75%  29.661.435  25,95%  22,57o/o 
EUR- - -
100.258  49q74.763~'·l  100,00%  114.253.925  100,00%  2326% 
15 
'·  1 • • 
( Ecu exchange rate used in tables is the· average rate for 1997) 
(I)  Figures are.fbr cases involving over Eel  I I() 000. 
(2)  I!Amministrazimre  Aulonoma  Mouopoli  di  Sta/o  reported  only  cases  of"  dgarefl<'  smuggling  involving  over 
ECU I 0 000  (  48  cases  totalling  ECU 4 914  716).  Tire  amount  recrwered  also  relates  /o  ccrses  of" frarid  ani/ 
irreJ;--ularities reported in past years. 
(3)  Aprounts in cases involving less than ECU 10 000 are assumed to have heen recoveree/. 
(  4}  Columns 3, 5 and 6 relate only to debts of  over ECU I 0 000. 
(5)  Negative amount bec.ause oft  he correction of  Qll error in the value of  au item. 
(6)  The total does not take account of  the 11egaiive amount for S\veden. 
·• 
·;,· :::  ~--
'·  ANNEX4 
Fraud. and irregularities: Amounts established  -~nd recovery rate - Change 
(Amounts ill ECU) 
c• 
Number of cases  · . ·  Amounts established  "Crude" recovery rate· 
,• 
1995  1996  1997  Change  1995  '1996  1997  Change·  1995  1996  1997  .  Change 
.  ~··· ..  ~:_,  .·. =;:  ~:. :;;;:  l:•_.-_  .  .  . ·---,.,.-.:.<·- .. .  ..  :- ->::·:.;·-··-·  . .  .  ::---~:. :·_·  : ..  .  ',  .  \.:•  - ·  ~---:  ·  ;;_:c}/ • --: 
.  . . .  .· 
•  .:  <. 
a·  6.507  6.820  11.258  i i  74.151.928  40.532.767  65.710.653  Ill  8,13%  18;35%  18,28%  il 
I 
OK  167  7.052  _657  i1  26.103.970  .  17.946.990  7.309.440  11  32,30%  83,40%  '  62,10%  fl 
0  726  593  384  i l  60.413.609  38.323.565  28.473.160  l l  ...  3,23%  10,18%  ... j 
EL  ..  1.042  1.257  . 1.792  i i  4.095.480  7.868.906  15.733.057  i i  -- 8,03%  2,65%  3,68%  l i 
E·  8.617  10.759  12.636  i i 
- 21.147.076  - 21.971.279  24.354.357  i i  41,29%  49,42%  52,31%  i i  ' 
F  ·.  9.932  . ) 
10.870  12.752  34.457.403  32.668.325  40.961.412  . 21,56%  ]9,97%  i i  l i - ...  ···l  -'>-
~-
I 
1.424.848  ,IRL  500  .594  1.104  i i  3.204.644  5.887.044  i i  80%  84,05%  73%  i l 
'J(1)  1.300 
\  4.232  4.264  i 1  19.725.560  48.289.595  106.587.889  i i  1,53%  6,28%  3,89%  i1 
I  14'  . 21 
'  .. 
L 
., 
10  .l i  17.866  3.5_26  37.853  l i 
.  ·100%  100;00%  100%  ~l  I  --
'  NL  ...  17.931  14.002  ···l· 
104.826.310  36.014.402  ... l  .  ..  90,99%  84,96%  . - ... l'  .- ' 
A  47.783  28  64  l i  5.937.332  1.344.518  6.036.675  l i 
'",,  17,50%'  .  10,64%  ... l 
p  415  398  1.002  l i .  2.964.195  2.855.173  8.261.544  l i  8,54%.  ...  2,59%  --l  r 
FIN  1.811  4.513 
/ 
3.8~5  i l  _1.365.885  6.973.097  3.712.886  il  76,77%  92,58%  :  .. j  ... 
- . 
-389.758.  s  . 9.485  3.412  '  23.394  l i.  3.975.905  5.572.753  i i  ...  ...  ... 
UK  12.137  12.115  .  13.093  li.  36.639.485  33.898.722  131.425.991  l i  100%  ...  _;  22,57%  l 
'j)  1/ze flf<Uresjor 1  YYO  1rere correcredjo!lowmg a reportjrom italy (  31.6. Yti).- .  l  ! 
.1 
\'  . 
.. ~ 
:.: 
··'l, ANNEXS 
Amounts· established/  Amounts entered in the accounts 
Amounts established  Amounts entered in B 
(Table 3)  account  Difference 
1997  1997 (11 
(/)  (2)  .  (3)  (4)=(2)-{3) 
B  65.710.653  50.549.000  1$.161.653 
OK  7.309.440  3.013.000  4.296.440 
0  28.473.1.60  .- 104.195.000  .  -75.721.840 
~ 
EL  15.733.057  15.268.000  465.057 
E  24.354.357  14.654.000 .  9.700.357 
F  40.961.412  34.625.000  6.336.412 
IRL  5.887.044  1.912.000  3.975.044 
j(2)  106.587.889  96.294.672  10.293.217 
L  37.853  30.000  7.853 
NL  •  36:0'14.402.  64.000:000  -27.985.598 
"  .. 
A  . 6:036:675  140158.000  -"-8.121.325 -
·P  8>261.544  13.~88·.ooir  ·  -5.226.456 
- FIN  3.712.886  2.229.000  1.483.886 
s  -389.758  694.000  ... 
UK  131.425.991  189.292.000  -57.866.009 
TOTAL  491.27 4. 763(3)  641.818.000  140.335.937 
(I)  Amounts corrected because of  dif.ferem:c's 111  exchurrge rates '!ml tilvergences 111  quarlers. 
(2)  Amount ill /J accou/11 corrected (hy douhle entry of  a.fraud.frmn). 
(3)  7/u.: total does. no/take ac:count' (!['the' negative a/IWLml.fiJr .)\\'\'den. 
. ( 
(Amounts in ECU) 
Amounts established 
amounts in B account 
(5) 
X 
X 
X 
X: 
? 
X 
. . 
( 
. ·." 
'•  .  .  .  · .. .  ; 
.  ~ 
ANNEX 6 
_Annual reports/Fraud forms 
(A11WllllfS ;, ECU) 
\ 
· Annual reports· Article 17(3).  Fraud forms· Article 6(4)  Amounts  given  on 
of Regulation  1552189  of Regulation 1552/89  - fraud  forms  > 
Fraud and irregularities- Cases/total ·  Amounts  given ,in 
amounts (irrespective of amount involved in  Fraud and  irregularitie~ -Cases/total  annual report 
individual cases)  .  amountsf1) (> ECU  10 000)  . . 
'  .. 
" 
Number of cases  Amounts  Number of cases  Amounts  .. 
(I)  .  (Z)  (31  (4) 
' 
(5)  .  (f>) 
8  ..  11.258  6'i 710.653  405  45.593.000  . 
DK  657  .  7309A40  82  8.244.000  X 
D  384  2Cl.473.160  384  28.624.000  X 
" 
EL  1.792  15.733.057  5  3.980.000  : 
E  12.636  24.354.357  75  . 3.522.000 
F  12.752  40.961.412  233  32.332.000 
IRL  '  1.104  5.887.044  54  3.990.000  > 
I  '  4.264  106.587.889  298  88.398.000 
L  21  37.853  1  12.000 
36.014:402 
..  - . 
NL,  14.002  .  453  . 39.178.000  X 
A  64  . 6.036.675  73  ~.966.000 
p  1.002  8.261.544  .  5  6.037.000 
FIN  3.835  ].712.886  47  2.085.000 
s  23.394  389.758 '.  58  3.505.000 
...  -
UK  13.093  1:\1425.991 .  ,_  455  95.379.000 
.. 
Totaii1HJ)  100.258  ,.  491.27 4. 763(4)•  2.628  366.846.000 
1 II  N!'l 1111/nllllllo f>,· n·cm•crcd. adtus!cd o(i<•r  i'OIT£'c//Oil.l', nuu·e/latwns. ctc: 
r  ~I  ·n,..  lola!  given  111  Ill<'  ;111111ial  l'l'f"'~''  on  the .fight, against fmud jhr  /'JIJ7  (2  572  cases  involviug  a  Into/  o{ 
·/-,'(  ·r I 3()4 111ilfitm} _was oulv 011  cslilllal!'jhr t/i.-jiJurth quarter of  !Ire year. 
13)  'lll<' .figures ill  ml1111111_- (4)  reji.•r  to  cases of Ji'aud and irregularities notified ·in  writing and  via  the  "OWNRf:S" 
·  jH'(Jgroul. 
i-Ii  T/11·  total does 11ottake ac1·ow11 of  the negative amount for Sii•eden. 
/ 
-/ 
.-\~:\'EX 7 
Vulnerability ofcustoms procedures to fraud and irregularities 
(Amoullts in EC[j 
Free circulation  External transit  Warehousing  Inward  Outward  Temporary  Other  Total 
processing  processing  admission  procedures 
Cases  Amount  Cases  Amount  ca'ses  Amount 1  Cases  Amount  Cases  Amount  Cases  ·Amount  Cases  .  Amount  Cases  Amount 
I  I 
B  6.490  31.215.640  4.413  29.951512  159  3.985.982(  47  216.209  . 59.  311.829  80  22.711  10  6.769  11.258  65.710.653. 
OK  442  4.330664  ~1  2.165.265  15  113.181  70  . 207.654  14  457.800  7  . 2.405  58  32.471  657  7.309.440 
D  248- 16.843.304  105  8.562.234  8  1.571.200  0  0  14  562.851  9  933.571  0  0  384'  28.473.160 
EL  403  13.446.469  128  851.548  8  134.842  25  318.733  12  29.727  763  134.717  452  757.021  1.792  ·15.733.051 
'  E!11 
F  9.487  33.959.278  2.755  3.790.654  79  89.945  51  797.901  9  146.222  53  306.472  318  1.870.940  1z'.752  40.961.412 
IRL  556  2.993.715  176  447.042  5  103.398  353  2~304.917  0  0  14  37.973  0  0  1.104  5.887.044 
I  4.007  96.499.159  191  8.778.800  7  20.639  .  20  1.110.024  .  10  86.581  7  2.384  22  . 90.301  4.264 .  106.587.889 
L  19  8.397  1  29.405  0  0  0  0  0  0  . 1  51  0  0  21  37.853 
NL  9.474  23.759.618  4.180  4.863.376  143  1.746.871  56  367.739  6  33.020  39  44.328  104  5.199.452  14.002  36.014.402 
A  42.  1.598.840  13  4.230.145  0  0  3  .  49.536  0  0  5  92:884  1  65.269  64  6.036.615 
p  .  716  5.239.107  44  1.140.  14  1.854.356  36  1.162.080  3  0  7  13  182  4.847  1.002  8.261.544 
FIN  3.222  3.255.997  19  15.579  92  25.130  227  356.788  148  27.845  2  571  125  30.969  3.835  3.712.886  .· 
s  23.085  -554.024  237  102.255  8  6.906  35  44.106  0  0  29  10.999  0  0  23.394  -389.758 
UK!2l  13.093  131.425.991  ...  ...  ...  ...  ..  ...  ...  ...  ...  .. .  .. .  ...  13.093  131.425.991 
Total  71.284  364.576.179<31  12.313  63'.78R955  538  9.652.450  924  6.995.687  275  1.655.875  1.016  1.589.085  1.272  8.058.039  87.622  456.152.006(3) 
Impact on  81.3%  . 80%  14%  14%  0,6%  2,1%  1,1%  1.5%  0,3%.  0,3% 
'  1.2%  0,3% 
1  ... 0,  1.7%.  .100%  100% 
·  total 
1.010 
'· 
' 
( /)  Spai11 can supply a11ly o1·erall figures fa!' irregularities established ( 12 636) and amounts inl'Oh·ed (ECL' 24 354 357) with no breakdoll'/1 by customs procedure or f.lpe offraudiirregulaPity. 
(2)  The .figures relate only to free circulatio11 . 
.f  3) The 'rota/ does'not take account of  rhe negatil·e amount for Sweden. 
"\ 
.. -
~ 
'  -
I ·---.:...--:.------· .. 
-, 
-ANNEX 8 
-:  :V~hier~bility ()f customs procedures to fr~ud and irregularities_ 
--
F-ree circulation  Exter~al transit  Warehousing  Inward  '  Outward  Temporary 
.  -
processing  processing  admission 
' 
·Cases  ·Amount  -'  Cases  Amount  Cases  Amount  ,  Cases  Amount  Cases  Amount- Cases  - Amount 
' .  ~ . --
v  ••••  -- --
1995 (1)  -
\ 
- --
Impact  '-
1996  53.528  -210.383.644  7.621  90.366:720  845  2.767.720  300  8.433.675  347  5.893.995  153  1.099.310 
· Impact  78,07%  62.87%  i1,11%  27,%  1,23%  0,83%  0,44%  2,52%  0,51%  1,76%  0,22%  0,33% 
1997  71.284  364.576.179  12.313  63.788.955  538  9.652.450  924  6.995.687  275  1.655.875  1.016  1.589.085 
Impact  81,3%  80%  14%  14%  0,6%  2,1%  1,1%  1,5%  0.3%  0,3%  1,2%  0,3% 
~ 
(I)  The data available are 11ot comparable. 
··,·· 
·  ...  · 
.,·· 
,,-
.. ·: 
..  ... 
__,. 
Other 
_procedures 
Cases  Amount 
5.774  15.690.244 
8.42%  4.59% 
1.272  8.058.039 
1.5%  1.7% 
(AIIIOIIIIIS ill ECU) 
Totar 
' 
Cases  Amount 
68:568  334.635.376 
100%  100_% 
87.622  456.152,006 
100%  100% 
~  r-
'· ANNEX9 
Free circulation: Types of fraud arid irregularities 
~  ~ 
(Amottllls in EC[,J 
!  I  Undeclared lmoorts  I Incorrect description of  !  Oriain  I  Value  I  Wei11ht! Quantity  I  Other  I  T  Qtal  .  · I 
goods or wrong CCT  .  ~ 
classification 
Cases  Amount  Cases  Amount  Cases  Amount  Cases  ·  Amount  Cases  Amount  Cases  Amount.  Cases- Amount  ,._ 
B  371  1.850.175  2.285  8.662.935  170  2.105.402  1.190  724.895  22  15.189  2.452  17.857.044  6.490  31.215.640 
DK  391.  523.143  25  2.003.712  12  1.368.724  10  282.885  0  0  4  .152.199  442  4.330.664 
'  D  157  11.523.936  1  11.658  71  4.514.712  13  792.998  0  0  0  0.  248  '  16.843.304 
·-· 
EL  77  2.037.274  10  25.425  211  7.011.646  5  . 71.290  2  106  98  4.300.728  403  13.446.469 
E(1l  ...  I  ..  I 
F  7.155  6.810.925  943  9.623.080  147  2.632.092  570  . 3.016.070  20  ,  5.920  . 652  ~ 1.871 '191  9.487  33.959.276 
IRL  2  12.360  433  2.760.695  2  9.483  77  144.763  33  1i.253  9  49.160  556  2.993.715 
I  697  10.000.724  472  4.230.518  625  18.551.905  1.790  47.725:116  '  62  .  10.827  .  361  15.986.069  4.007'  96.499.159 
L  3  136  4'  3.998  ...  ...  4  2.256  1  314  6  1.693  ·18  8.397  -- o.· 
.NL  1.084  2.882.654  3.320  8.680.529  238  1.068.839  3.626  7.619.379  650  639.585  556  2.868.632  9.474  2F59.6~ 
A  17  635  .. 994  5  98.656  9  306.788  7  ·505.534  0  0  4  51.868.  42  -1.598.840 
.  '. 
31  1.830  s.~~~.:101j  p  63  9.734  101  5.057.014  26  9.386  . 50  16.344  445  144.799 . 
I  716 
FiN  •  148  62.459  1.072  1.164.805  589  1.159.747  554  557.487  12  ..  9.616.  847  30.1.884  3.222  3.255997~ 
s  477  230.004  6.149  4.765.503  3.738  . -264.682  374  173.130  34  5.509  I  12.313  ·-5.463.487  23.085  -551r.023  . 
UK  0  0  1.990  4.044.798  401  55.236  4.354  1.325.400  242  88.792.452'  .  6.106  37.208.105  13.093  131.425.991 I 
\. 
--1 
TOTAL  10.642  36.579.518  16.810  51.133.326  6.245  38. 726.962(2i·  12.605  '62.943.033  1.128  89.513.115  23.853  90.787.37212).  '71.283  364.s16.17si2) 1 
I  ···..<-~~ 
Impact  on  14.8%  10.04%  23,6%  14.03%  8,8%  10,6%  17.7"/o  17,27%  1,6%  24,56% 
.. 
33,5%  24,91%  100%  100%  i 
total  - .  I 
(I)· Spa itt  ca11 supplr oulr ll\'Ct:allfigures for irregulariiics established (  12 636) and amoums im·ol1·ed rECU 24 354 357) H'itlt  110 breakdown b,r customs procedure or l_lpe o_(llmufiirregularit,r. 
(1)  Tltc toiol does 1101 take accotmt ()[the negatil·e amount for Sweden.  . 
.· 
......  ,;. .  .:..  .. ~ ·;.~  ,.  '., r  4 
ANNEXlO 
' 
.Free circulation: Types of fraud and irregularities 
'  ,·  (Amounts iii ECU) 
-· 
·  Undeclared imports  Incorrect description of  ·origin  Value  Weight I Quantity  Other  Total 
goods or wrong CCT  ..  ' 
\  class-ification 
I 
-'  , 
Cases  Amount  Cases  Amount  Cases  Amo)lnt  Cases  ·Amount  Cases  Amount  Cases  ·Amount  .  Cases  Amount 
'• 
' 1995 (1) 
lrripact  l. 
1996  14.044  '36.318.871  10.819  47.198.747  5.137  . 48.707.825  10.946  37.295.743  862  1.623.394  11.720  39.239.061 .  53.528  210.383:641 
Impact  1 .. 26.24%  17,26%  20,21%  22,43%  9,60%  23,15%  20,45%  17.73%  1,61%  0,77%  21,90%·  18,65%  .  100%  10,0%' 
1997  r  10.642  36.579.518  1.6.810  51.133.326  6.~.46  38.726.962  12.605  62.943.033  1.128  89.513.115.  23.853  90.787.372  71.284  364:576.1791 
' 
Impact  i 
'14,8%  10,04%  23.6%  14,03%  8,8%  10,6%  17,7%  17,2%  1,6%  24,5%  33,5%  24.9°/o  100%  100% i 
(/)  Tile data ami/able are nor comparable. 
'  (  %) 
-C 
\· 
.'1; 
/ 
' 
·  . 
.  >.' 
•,, ANNEX 11 
Cases·ofwritten-offown resources handled in 1997 
Reasons given  State of play 
t--::,.--,----,--r---,.----1  Amount (ECU)  1----~--.,.~----.,.-----------~ 
Bankruptcy  .  Insolvency  ACcepted  Refused  Comments 
. BE  X  *3~910  X 
1-----4-----.-- -----·---------·-- --- -----. ----
OK  X  - *11.893  ·x  Amount paid 
1------+------t------+---:--------_  -----.----------· 
ES  X  902.857  X ·  1-----+------l------+-----J---'---------·  --_____________  __:__ 
ES  X  1.555.753  X 
ES  X  401.345  Premature notification 
1------1--- -------- - ... 
FR  X  • 215.125  X  Old rules  __ 
1------+--------------- -------------------- ----- --------------· 
FR  X  *  10.734  X 
----------·  ·----·  .. ---------·--·---- - ..... -
FR  X  • 23.734  ·Premature notification 
1------i···------------- ......  - -- - . - -- - -------- - .....  -·  - . 
NL  X  .  17.311  X  ·  . 
1------~------------------------- :__  --· ----- :·----·- --
NL  X .  *140.435  X 
-1----------------
NL  X  675.227  X  Old rules 
1-------t----+------t------t----------f---------,  ----------·------
U.K  • X  1.802.954  X  Amount paid 
1-------1----,----t-------+---------------·-----------·-------------1 
U.K  X ·  576.925  X 
t------t----1------r------r----+-----+--~-------------
U.K  ·  X  481.063  X  X  Rejected for 25 728, acCepted for 
455 335  .  .  ........ ·- -- -·  1--------t-----------------·  -·-·---·  -------- ·----·-·--7·----
U.K  X  116.862  X  .  . 
}------1-----t------+------l----- -.------c-----------·----
U.K  X  88 463  X  Amount paid 
1--------1-----·-------·------------------- ....  ------·-------- ---- . ---
U.K  X  * 356.381 
TOTAL  11  6  7.412.972 
* Cases •·elating to 1996. 
Not admissible - amount not 
established 
Cases of written.:.off own resources - 1997 (Reported in 1998) _ 
Reasons given  Amount (ECU)  State of play 
Bankruptcy  Insolvency  Accepted  Refused  ·Comments 
BE  13.390  Undergoing examination 
UK  X  639.434 
UK  X  1.152.850 
-------1-----t--~----r---------- ·-------·----------------- ----·---------·  -------- -· .......  ,,  ....  -------~ 
UK  X  178.075 
-----1-----+------+--------------+------------------------------
UK  X 
UK  X 
16.606 
~-----l-------1f------~----150_·  _.6_22--~~--~---~1
--------------- ~-----~  ------------~------
TOTAL  I.  5  . 2.150.977 
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